
Ireland PQ 2023
Representing Ireland at the 15th Prague Quadrennial of
Performance Design and Space
8–18 June 2023, Prague, Czech Republic

Photo: Ciarán Bagnall, PQ 2019 at Prague Exhibition Grounds

Open Call
Expressions of Interest Curators Ireland PQ 2023
Extended Deadline - 12.00pm Friday 8th April 2022
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1. Invitation

Interested in curating or creating work to represent Ireland at the largest exhibition of design for
performance in the world, Prague Quadrennial 2023?

Interested in using the platform of the Prague Quadrennial (PQ) to further a conversation about
design for performance from Ireland?

Interested in touring and/or developing this exhibition further in Ireland in 2023?

The Irish Society of Stage and Screen Designers (ISSSD) is seeking compelling, ambitious and
exciting proposals for a vision to represent Ireland at the world’s leading scenography exhibition.

Curators are invited to submit a proposal.

This must be received by 12pm on Friday 8th April 2022.

Justine Cooper and Catherine Fay preparing for Design and Destroy for PQ 2019, photo Martin Maguire
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2. Prague Quadrennial

The Prague Quadrennial is globally known as a two-week event taking place every four years since
1967 in Prague, Czech Republic.  Every four years, PQ’s central curatorial concept shapes the
festival and offers its participants a fresh look at the artistic reflection of our times in performance
design and scenography.

PQ 2023 Theme
RARE: art springing out of ideas, materials, artistic approaches, and design practices that connect at
human level.  In the current state of precarity, uncertainty, and epochal change, we call on
performance designers, scenographers, and performance practitioners to use their RARE
imagination and creativity to help us envision what the world and theatre could look like in the
post-pandemic future.

PQ 2019
The 14th edition took place from 6 to 16 June 2019 on the Prague Exhibition Grounds premises and
elsewhere in Prague.  During those 11 days, the PQ locations drew some 70,000 viewers, 8,005
professionals, students and other active participants from 106 countries accredited for the main part
of the program consisting of exhibitions, lectures, workshops, and performances.

Performance Space Exhibition: Performance design/scenography has evolved substantially and
expanded far beyond established theatre conventions towards a wide variety of venues, sites, and
spaces.  Traditional theatre architecture – while firmly rooted at the heart of performance
design/scenography – has, however, become a confining name for the riches of spatial practice.  In
response to these developments, PQ’s traditional program, Theatre Architecture Exhibition, has
transformed into Performance Space Exhibition to include any type of space created or adapted as a
performance venue.  This space can be outside or inside, new architectural structure, or an adapted
space that was created by a community.  This is a step towards the inclusion of diverse creative
practices in a variety of settings, environments, and cultures.

PQ’s journey from an exhibition to a festival: Since the beginning of PQ in the late 1960s until
about the turn of the millennium, exhibitions of models, sketches of designs, performance
photographs presented the international developments in scenography and were central to the
Prague Quadrennial Exhibitions. These formats still remain excellent resources that map the minds
and open the door to the imagination of their creators.  On the other hand, these formats capture
only one part of the creative process and performative art work: models, drawings, and photographs
sometimes tell us little about the environment, circumstances, emotions, and overall atmosphere of
the performance.  Naturally, the one way to present scenography in its genuine form, comprising all
of its parts, including audience participation, is to experience it live – or to present it in action, in
performative settings and curatorial environments that create or recreate its operations.
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The 2023 edition will recognise the need to experience performance design/scenography in its
performative format: live and with audience engagement. Our recognition of these predominant
trends has led us to rename PQ a festival rather than an exhibition.

Organisers: The Prague Quadrennial is organized by the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic
and realized by the Arts and Theatre Institute, Prague.

Full details about PQ 2023 available here.
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3. Ireland PQ

Ireland PQ is Ireland’s national and international exhibition.  It is organised by the Irish Society of
Stage and Screen Designers (ISSSD).

Brief History of Ireland at the Prague Quadrennial

Irish designers were represented at the Prague Quadrennial for the first time in 2007.  The event was
produced by Irish Theatre Institute (ITI) and curated by John Comiskey.  Ireland was not represented
at PQ 2011.  Ireland’s representation in 2015 was curated by Matthew Nevin and Ciara Scanlan
(MART).  Responding to the themes of weather and technology, the installation used a range of
technologies to synthesise sensory experiences of weather with audiences participating in creating
the conditions.  In late 2016 the Irish Society of Stage and Screen Designers (ISSSD) was formed as
a society to represent the interests of Irish designers and within this remit to organise a PQ
exhibition.  ISSSD is based at Irish Theatre Institute.  ITI provides a meeting space and other
supports.  ISSSD organised a National and International Exhibition in 2019 and represented Ireland
at PQ with Jo Mangan’s Design and Destroy a virtual reality film representing the work of seven
curated designers.  ISSSD is now preparing to represent Ireland at PQ 2023 and seeks submissions
from interested Curators.

Katie Davenport experiencing Design and Destroy at PQ 2019, Exhibition of Countries and Regions, Photo: Ciarán Bagnall
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4. Open Call

ISSSD seeks expressions of interest from Curators who wish to present an exhibition to represent
Ireland at PQ 2023 responding to the theme RARE.

● Expressions of interest should include a one page concept (approx. 500 words) which speaks
to the PQ Curatorial vision RARE: art springing out of ideas, materials, artistic approaches,
and design practices that connect at human level. The concept should also include how
contemporary Irish design for performance can be represented in a bold, energetic,
compelling and vital way at PQ 2023.

● The ambition of the proposal should be high. It should reflect the scale of the opportunity, and
the fact that the exhibition will be representing Ireland on this world stage.  It should aim to
build on the high standard of previous exhibitions in Prague.

● It is a requirement that the exhibit tour in Ireland in 2023 for the benefit of Irish audiences
before or after the Prague presentation. Consideration should be given to this tour in the
development of proposals.

● Expressions of interest should include an outline of engagement with Irish Performance
Designers and membership of the Irish Society of Stage and Screen Designers the outcomes
of which will influence and impact the presentation of Ireland PQ 2023.

● Curators must demonstrate the appropriate level of knowledge and skill to manage and
deliver an exhibition of the scale that represents Ireland in Prague in 2023 and is appropriate
to tour in Ireland.

● Curators must demonstrate the expertise and experience to assemble a team which can
deliver the exhibition at all levels, including artistic, public facing, logistical, and financial.

● Submissions are invited from scenographers, producers, directors and/or from any
practitioner who has a strong, bold and inspiring vision for representing Irish performance
design.

● Submissions must identify the Artistic Curator and Producer who will lead the delivery of the
exhibition identified in the proposal and must be Irish or working on the island of Ireland.

● Submissions must include a one page summary of how the concept will be delivered
logistically nationally and at PQ.

● Submissions must take environmental factors into consideration including carbon footprint.
ISSSD encourages submissions and concepts which result in minimal carbon footprint.

Submissions are welcome from:

● Artists who can be Artistic Curators or Scenographers, who propose a strong artistic concept
and who are the team lead, responsible for all aspects of PQ including full team assembly,
finances, logistical delivery

● Producers who propose an artistic concept and the engagement of the Artistic Curator /
Artists, who take responsibility for delivery of all aspects of PQ

● A duo of Artistic Curator and Producer who are individuals who propose to work together and
between them, organise all aspects of PQ
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5. Budget

The budget has not yet been finalised for the 2023 Prague Quadrennial.  Previous PQ budgets have
ranged from €80,000 to €300,000.  ISSSD is currently applying to Culture Ireland and the Arts
Council for funding for PQ 2023.

Within the operating budget, the successful team must cover:

● The design and development of their concept including at least one engagement with Irish
Designers and the membership of ISSSD 

● The delivery of all appropriate exhibition graphics, images, equipment and materials as
needed to communicate and mediate the exhibition to a public audience, internationally and
nationally

● All Installation and de-installation costs
● Shipping and return costs of the exhibition, if applicable
● All travel and accommodation to and within Prague for the curatorial team, installation team,

participating team, invigilators etc.
● Costs associated with PR, communications and promotion of the exhibition.
● The successful team will be required to set up a financial management system and agree this

with ISSSD
● The successful team will be responsible for managing cash flow
● The successful team will be responsible for all relevant reporting associated with funding
● Further details regarding budgetary requirements will be outlined to the successful team on

appointment.

Submissions should include a 1 page sketch of a budget which is pitched at the higher more
ambitious level of €300,000. Successful applicants will be required to operate within the actual
budget achieved by ISSSD when funding commitments have been confirmed by our funders.
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6. Criteria

The team to represent Ireland will be assessed and selected on the basis of the following criteria:

1. The ambition, innovation, quality, readiness and appropriateness of the proposal to represent
Ireland on the world stage

2. The relevance and compatibility of the proposal to the overall theme of PQ – RARE
3. The relevance of the presentation to contemporary design practice in Ireland, as discerned

through engagement with the Irish Design community and membership of ISSSD
4. Experience, expertise and success in mediating, communicating and delivering exhibitions or

projects to diverse audiences
5. Experience in project management of significant projects
6. Evidence of producing and delivering projects internationally
7. Experience in budget management
8. Availability to meet time and travel commitments
9. Reporting and editorial skills for documentation and dissemination
10. Networking skills and international connections
11. Ambition and capacity to deliver the international PQ 2023 presentation and national tour
12. Attention to carbon footprint and environmental concerns

Experience

It is desirable that the Curator/s have experience of:

1. Curating and mediating large-scale exhibitions / projects
2. Developing audiences and communicating about scenography to the public
3. Working with a range of international contacts and networks, relevant to the arts and cultural

sectors
4. Generating and managing private and public funding
5. Experience of working with the media and stakeholders in the promotion of the arts and/or

cultural projects.
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7. Submissions

Applicants must submit no more 5 x A4 pages in PDF format outlining their ideas, approach and
capacity to deliver a presentation of Irish design using the platform of the Prague Quadrennial and a
National Exhibition.  All the criteria listed in the previous pages should be explicitly addressed and
the key team members should be identified.  The application must be accompanied by key team
biographies.

The submission should include:

1. 1 page artistic concept/vision (approx. 500 words)
2. 1 page description of logistical delivery (approx. 500 words)
3. Sketch/outline budget
4. Image to represent concept
5. Biography of Curators with a minimum one artistic (eg. Artistic Curator / Scenographer

/ Artist) and one Managerial (eg. Producer)

Applicants should submit their proposals by email to info@fieldarts.ie by 12.00 noon on Friday 8th
April 2022.

Selection

A panel of experts drawn from Ireland’s arts community, one international practitioner and one
representative from Northern Ireland, will review and assess submissions. 

The Submission process will be managed for ISSSD by field:arts.

Terms and Conditions
● This call for submissions is open to individual Curators who can be Artists, Curators, Artistic

Directors, Producers, Designers, Scenographers, resident in, or from, Ireland.
● Submissions will not be returned.
● No fees or expenses will be paid at submission stage.
● The receipt of all proposals will be acknowledged by email.
● Applicants will be informed in writing of the outcome.
● ISSSD reserves the right to invite a potential team to represent Ireland at Prague if this Open

Call submission process does not lead to a successful outcome.
● The selection panel’s decision is final.
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8. Timeline

● Open Call Advertised by March 4th 2022
● Submissions received by 12.00 noon on Friday 8th April 2022 - extended deadline
● Friday 8th April 2022 all submissions acknowledged by field:arts
● Successful applicants will be notified by Friday 22nd April 2022
● Successful applicants should be prepared to attend a PQ Conference in Prague 4th-5th May,

2022, if possible, but this is not mandatory.

9. Contact

Any enquiries regarding submissions should be addressed in the first instance to field:arts via
info@fieldarts.ie

10. Equality, Diversity & Inclusivity

ISSSD is committed to encouraging quality, diversity and inclusion among our membership and our
sector. We aim for our society to be truly representative of Irish society. We believe that a diverse
organisation is a more dynamic and effective organisation.

We adhere to the Arts Council's EHRD policy, especially their creative case for diversity, recognising
that increased diversity and equality in the arts supports richer creativity in Ireland and impacts
positively on arts development, as well as wider social, cultural and economic development.

We welcome applications from all suitably qualified persons.
All appointments will be made on merit.

11. Accessibility

If you would like any of this information in a different format please contact field:arts by email
on info@fieldarts.ie

If you have access requirements for the application process, please email field:arts
on info@fieldarts.ie and they will be happy to discuss how they can support you through the process
by phone or email.
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